
Where Style Meets Function

G L I D E

Hello! Thanks for purchasing this Authentic Pop Sonic product. For questions
about your product please call Pop Sonic customer services at (800) 772-9174
or email help@shoppopsonic.com.
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Product features
about a 2 week adjustment while your skin adapts to the way an electric
shaver functions.

Before using, charge your shaver for about 2 hours or until the charging

Once fully charged, your shaver should last for around 60 minutes of
shaving time.

When fully charged, disconnect shaver from charging cord and store
charging cord in a dry, safe place .

For instructions on shaving techniques, please see “Shaving Techniques”
section of this manual.

place.

Foils are meant to be replaced every 12 months. However, i�oil gets
damaged, you should replace it immediately to prevent damage to your
skin.

Be sure to take good care of your shaver by cleaning the exterior, the cutter
bars (these are under the foil), and foil about every 3-4 shaves.

Getting Started
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1. Remove the rubber cap on the bottom of the shaver then plug small end of
cord into charging port. Plug the other end into a USB port on a USB
charging plug, then plug that into a wall socket.

Charge your shaver as you notice it losing power or running a bit slower. The

charging is complete.

Charging your Shaver

Disconnect shaver from charging cord.

Although this shaver can shave either wet or dry skin, it is our recommendation

your skin and start shaving by gently applying the foil to your skin.

For best results, hold the shaver to both foils are in contact with your skin.

to use just the top foil.

Shave both with and against the grain of your whiskers. With your free hand,
stretch your skin taut in the path of the shaver.

Guide the shaver gently back and forth, primarily against the grain of your beard.

NOTE!Donot press the foils toohardagainst your skin because this could cause skin irritation
and could also damage the foils of your shaver.

a dry, safe place.

Using your Shaver
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Your shaver features a special long hair trimmer on the back of the shaver which
engages after you push it upwards.

The long hair trimmer can be used for precise grooming of sideburns, mustaches, and
beards.

push the trimmer upwards until it clicks into place. Then turn the power on and
start using the long hair trimmer.

Using the Long Hair Trimmer

unplug. Remove foil head by pressing the
release buttons on the side of the shaver

Lightly tap the side of the foil head on a
hard surface such as your sink to remove a
majority of the stubble. Be careful not to
tap the foil, only tap the harder plastic
surrounding the foil. You can also use the
small brush that was included with your
shaver.

After that, rinse your foil to remove remaining stubble.

Before replacing foil, you may rinse your shaver blades and surrounding areas with
water as well.

For best results, it is recommended that you clean your shaver after a few shaves.

Shaver can be used with shaving gels or creams but special care needs to be used if this
is the case. It is recommended that you rinse your shaver with warm water after every
use if using gel or cream.
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Cleaning andMaintenance

NOTE on the Cutter Bars (blades): Although it is not recommended, if you want
to remove cutter bars to clean more thoroughly, here is what you do

Remove foil

Grasp the ends of the cutter
bar (do not grasp cutter bar
blades)

Pull up to remove cutter bars4.
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WARNING Cutter bars are very sharp and if handled improperly
they could injure you.

To replace cutter bars, push them gently back on to the cutter bar posts. Then replace
the foil head by snapping it back into place.

Replacing cutter bars is recommended every 1-2 years, depending on the density of
your beard and the frequency with which you use your shaver. If you notice that it is
taking you longer to shaver or if you start to notice more skin irritation than before, new
cutter bars may be in order. Order directly from our website at www.ShopPopSonic.com.

Can I use clipper oil on my blades?

YES you can use clipper oil to help maintain your blades, but it is not
necessary.

DO NOT oil anything other than cutter blades. All gearing and motors are
permanently lubricated and do not require oil.

Over-oiling can result in oil getting into the gearing, which could cause
permanent damage to your shaver.

Can I get my shaver wet?

Your shaver is water resistant but not completely waterproof. You can use it in
the shower but it should not be submerged in water for any length of time.
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FAQs

Keep away from water while plugged in. Do not attempt to retrieve shaver i�t falls in
to water while plugged in. First, unplug from wall outlet, then retrieve shaver.

Always unplug shaver before cleaning.

Do not set shaver or store shaver where it can fall into water or other liquid.

It is not recommended that children under 13 use this shaver unless properly
supervised by an adult.

Do not operate shaver if the cord or plug has been damaged. Make sure to replace
damaged materials before reusing.

Do not use the shaver if the foils are damaged. This could result in injury so replace
your damaged foils before attempting to use again.

maintenance on the shaver.

Use only the parts that came with your shaver, using unauthorized parts could result
in your warranty being voided.

WARNINGS!

Do not attempt to remove lithium ion battery. These types of batteries carry

disassembled or are damaged in any way.

Lithium batteries are subject to local disposal regulations and should not be
discarded in regular trash. Check your local laws are regulations for disposal
information.

Lithium batteries can be recycled. For recycling information, contact your
government recycling agency, wasted disposal service, or visit online recycling
resources such as www.batteryrecycling.com or www.rbrc.com.

inherent dangers if mishandled and can explode, catch �re, or cause burns if

Lithium Battery Replacement, Disposal, and Recycling

POP SONIC warrants the GLIDE for a period of 1 year after the original date
of purchase, against defects due to faulty workmanship or materials. For
warranty claims, you must register your device and log in to your account at
www.shoppopsonic.com, then select the option to make a warranty claim.
Our customer service department will then contact you to initiate the
warranty procedure.

This warranty covers working parts. It does not cover damage due to normal
usage or accidents such as dropping the device.

Other exclusions include misuse or neglect to the device. This warranty is
void if any other charging cables besides the one you received is used with
your device.

For any warranty claims, proof of purchase must be provided. For this reason,
please keep your receipt for the duration of the warranty period.

Shipping costs are non-refundable.

Warranty

Power system:

Battery type:

Output:

Charging time:

Using time:

Waterproof:

Cordless rechargeable lithium ion battery

Lithium Ion 600 mAh

DC: 5V

2 hours

60-70 minutes

IPX7


